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a b s t r a c t

While the electronic stoppage of charged fission fragments is relatively well understood, the subsequent
energy cascade is not. Recent efforts to investigate this cascade and predict the resulting damage have
used a two-temperature model (TTM) of the electronic and phononic systems coupled with a classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the crystal lattice. In order to accurately predict the track radius
produced by a fission fragment in UO2, this model (TTM þ MD) requires that UO2, an insulator, have
metallic properties, e.g., a substantial electron thermal conductivity and heat capacity. However, it has
been predicted that UO2 becomes metallic under large pressures, and we perform ab initio (DFT-HSE)
simulations to support this prediction. We show that the average U-U bond length decreases within and
near the ion track during TTM þ MD simulations, supporting the use of volume contraction to model the
pressurized UO2 cell. Additionally, we evaluate the electron, phonon, and electron-phonon coupling
properties of UO2 for variations in the pressure. In particular, we calculate the electronic heat capacity
and thermal conductivity, and the electron-phonon energy coupling for use in subsequent TTM þ MD
simulations. The ab initio parameterized TTM þ MD simulations provide a set of the track radii pre-
dictions which bracket and include the experimentally observed radii. The accuracy of the ab initio
parameterized TTM þ MD simulations depends on the pressure and degree of electron-phonon non-
equilibrium assumed during the ab initio calculations. We suggest improvements to the current
TTM þ MD methodology in light of these results. Still, we show that the pressure-induced transition of
UO2 from insulator to metal and subsequent energy transfer from the electronic to phononic systems can
accurately explain radiation damage during swift, heavy ion stoppage in UO2. We make some additional
observations regarding the accumulation and recombination of damage along the ion track and make
comparison to the common SRIM model of ion stoppage and damage accumulation.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During nuclear fission, extremely energetic fission fragments
(fast, heavy ions), photons (g rays), and neutrons are released [1].
The energetic fission fragments contain the majority of the initial
fission energy, and these charged particles quickly slow down
through their interaction with and ionization of atoms in the host
material [2,3]. The resulting, high energy electrons (d rays), in turn
al Engineering, University of
collide with and excite more electrons [4]. Further, tertiary ioni-
zation events can occur, such that the fission fragment is said to
create an electron shower or cascade in its wake. These electronic
interactions typically occur on the order of a femtosecond, and the
fission fragments quickly lose energy. Eventually, they reach an
energy where they are more likely to collide with the atoms of the
host material rather than ionize them [5]. Such atomic collisions
create an atomic, rather than electronic, cascade: The impacted
nuclei are ejected from their sites in the lattice and subsequently
collide with other nuclei, ejecting them from their lattice site [6,7].
At the end of the electronic and atomic cascades, the energetic
carriers (electron or nuclei) do not have sufficient energy to dislo-
cate a new energy carrier. Instead, they excite vibrations, or pho-
nons, in the crystal lattice. The phonons then interact with the
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Fig. 2. The energy cascade following the electronic stoppage of a fission fragment
energy in bulk UO2. Through stoppage by bound electrons, the ion energy is first
transferred to the electron system, which causes lattice distortion, ion ejection, and
melting. This process may induce metallization along the ion track. The lattice is
partially recovered around the ion track radius Rt.
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crystal anharmonicity and down-convert into the lower-energy
acoustic branches [8]. Eventually, the electron and phonon sys-
tems thermalize, with an average carrier energy given by the
thermal energy, kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the temperature. The broad outline of this relaxation pathway is
shown in Fig. 1, as adapted from Ref. [9].

This process disrupts of the atomic lattice of the material.
Indeed, the atomic collisions create defects, and the electron
plasma formed by the electron cascades deposits a massive amount
of energy into the phonon system as it cools, and this leads to local
melting and atomic ejections along the path of the fission fragment,
as shown in Fig. 2. While the melted region partially recovers, the
accumulation of defects andmelted region degrades the integrity of
the nuclear fuel over time [10]. Thus, predicting the extent of the
damage to the fuel, understanding the mechanisms through which
this damage occurs, and creating strategies for damage mitigation
or recovery are of interest in material science and nuclear engi-
neering [11e17].

Radiation damage has been studied using classical molecular
dynamics (MD) and the stopping and range of ions inmatter (SRIM)
codes [18]. Both methods offer insight, but they are also limited. In
MD, for example, the electronic stopping cannot be simulated, but
the collision cascade which follows is accurately modelled [19].
While the SRIM codes simulate the interaction of the fission frag-
ment with both nuclei and electrons, they do not provide an
atomistic description of the material. Thus, they cannot capture of
the influence of the crystalline direction, the creation of defect
clusters, or their recombination [20,21]. Recently, a two-
temperature model (TTM) of the coupled electron and phonon
populations was connected to the classical MD treatment in order
to overcome such limitations.

In the TTM þ MD model, the electronic energy deposited along
the fission-fragment pathway is taken as an initial condition of the
Fig. 1. Evolution in the fission energy (E) as it ultimately converts to heat over time (t),
the fission fragments and their fate, and the increase in the entropy of the system as
thermalization is reached, adapted from Ref. [9]. The majority of fission energy is
deposited in the fission fragments which induce an electronic and then nuclear
cascade as they penetrate into a material. Eventually, this energy must become heat,
i.e., a large, entropic collection of atomic vibrations or phonons.
TTM model, the atomic positions in pristine UO2 are used as an
initial condition for the MD simulation, and the simulation pro-
ceeds by alternatelymarching time forward in the coupled TTM and
MD simulations. A Langevin thermostat couples the background
solvent (the electronic subsystem) to the Langevin dynamics of the
atoms (the phononic subsystem). Thus, it allows for an atomistic
perspective of the radiation damage without neglecting the
dominant mechanism for fission fragment stoppage: electronic
stoppage. For an accurate prediction of the track radii produced by
swift heavy ions in UO2, a dielectric, the TTM þMDmodel requires
that the ion target has an electronic heat capacity, thermal con-
ductivity, and the electron-phonon energy coupling comparable to
those of a metal [2,10,13,22]. Below we note two possible mecha-
nisms for this metallic behavior.

First, the electronic stoppage and the resulting electron cascade
create a large concentration of free electrons very near the ion path.
Indeed, simulations of the electron cascade created by a fission
fragment penetrating polyethylene (a dielectric) show that the
resulting radiation dose, E/V, is sufficiently large to induce a
metallic electron concentration, ne,c, of 1028 or more electrons per
m3 within a radius of nearly a nm [4], as shown in Fig. 3. (We arrive
at this estimate by dividing the radiation dose by the average ki-
netic energy of the ejected electron in the aforementioned simu-
lations, i.e., 12 eV) Another simulation of the electron cascade
created by a d-ray in diamond (another dielectric) [3], predicts that
a single 1 keV electron can produce narrow regions with substantial
ne,c, 1026e1024 1/m3. As a fission fragment creates a high concen-
tration of d-rays [4], the excited electron population along its path
will have a heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and electron-
phonon coupling like that of the electron population in a metal.



Fig. 3. The ion energy deposition distribution of a Kr ion with an initial energy of 60
MeV/u penetrating a polyethylene target [4] and an estimate of the resulting electron
density. High electron concentrations are produced near the track core, which may
lead to metal-like material properties.

Fig. 4. Crystal energy for variations in the lattice constant. The energy is offset by the
minimum found at a¼ 5.65 Å. The calculated bulk modulus is 181.1 GPa.
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However, this excited electron population is short lived and
confined to the track core. In Refs. [3] and [4], for example, the
excited concentration resides only within a few nm of the track
core. In Ref. [3], this concentration spreads quickly and the peak
concentration falls by an order of magnitude within 10 fs.

An alternate mechanism which leads to a longer lived metallic
state is as follows: the fission fragment creates a high-pressure
wake (due to the electron-phonon coupling) which induces a
metallic transition in UO2. Supporting this hypothesis are recent
density functional theory (DFT) calculations using dynamical mean
field theory (DMFT). These simulations predict that a pressures in
excess of 45 GPa induce a transition in the electronic structure of
UO2, turning it from an insulator into a metal [23]. As TTM þ MD
simulations show that such pressures are induced during the
electronic stoppage of fast, heavy ions in UO2, this is a promising
explanation for the metallic properties required to produce an ac-
curate TTM þ MD model of ion stoppage in UO2.

However, the predicted, DMFT transition occurs due to the
decrease in the cell volume. It does not arise directly from the in-
crease in the pressure. The fission fragment, in contrast, induces a
high pressure by quickly increasing the system temperature before
the volume can respond. Thus, the cell volume does not decrease
within the wake. While we might expect it to increase in the wake
of the fission fragment, TTM þ MD simulations show that damage
accumulates within the ion track before this occurs. This damage, as
we will show, largely accumulates via the ejection of hot oxygen
ions from within the ion track. Interestingly, this leads to a net
decrease in the distance between Uranium atoms within and near
the ion track. Unfortunately, it remains impossible to accurately
simulate the resulting, amorphized ion track. We hypothesize that
compressed UO2 roughly approximates the effects of the pressur-
ized and damaged UO2 in the wake of a fission fragment.

In this work, we investigate this hypothesis and the radiation
damage caused by a fission fragment penetrating UO2. In particular,
we perform ab initio simulations (DFT-HSE) of UO2, reproducing the
metallic transition predicted within DFT-DMFT and calculating the
pressure dependent electron, phonon, and electron-phonon
coupling properties. We then use these properties in TTM þ MD
simulations of the electronic stoppage of fission fragments in UO2.
These two treatments are used to explore the origin of the metallic
behavior in UO2 and the mechanisms driving radiation damage. We
note, however, that this is only a first effort at the ab initio
parametrization of TTM þ MD models and the ab initio investiga-
tion of radiation damage in UO2. Further research is necessary to
investigate the damage caused by fission fragments and the rela-
tionship between the damage and the corresponding electronic
structure and transport properties. Furthermore, we conduct dis-
cretized set of the nm-scale TTM þ MD simulations at different
energies in order to explore defect production within the mm-scale
ion tracks created by typical fission fragments. First, however, we
discuss our ab initio calculations of UO2 and present the predicted
material properties used in our TTM þ MD simulations.
2. UO2 ab initio calculations

2.1. Electronic properties of UO2

Based on its chemical composition, onemight expect that UO2 is
a metal with its two unbound electrons partially filling the f-bands.
However, the strong correlation between the f-band electrons in
UO2 opens a substantial bandgap between the two occupied f-
bands and the remaining, unoccupied f-bands. That is, UO2 is aMott
insulator [24e27]. This strong-correlation precludes the accurate
simulation of UO2 using traditional density functional theory (DFT)
methods which use the local density or general gradient approxi-
mations (LDA, GGA) of the exchange-correlation functional [26].
However, extensions of DFT have been used to successfully simu-
late UO2. These include the DFT þ U method [28], the DFT
(LDA) þ DMFT method [23], and the DFT with hybrid functional
methods [29]. Here, we use a hybrid functional approach, wherein
the meta-GGA functional and Hartree-Fock (HF) functional are
combined in order to capture the correlation effects. In particular,
we use the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) exchange correlation
[30], which mixes the screened, short-range HF exchange and the
short-range Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE, a meta-GGA functional)
[30] exchange functional and combines this mixture with the long-
range PBE exchange and complete PBE correlation functionals. We
use the standard HSE06 parameterization [29] which has been
shown to work well for the actinides, including UO2.

Briefly, let us overview the remaining simulation methodology.
For the electronic properties, we use the ab initio simulation code
Quantum-Espresso [36,37]. The wavefunctions are modelled using
a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy cut-off of 120 Ry. Scalar
relativistic, norm-conserving Martins-Toullier [38] pseudopoten-
tials are constructed for uranium, configuration [Rn]5f36d17s2, and
oxygen, configuration [He]2s22p4. The simulations are carried out
on a 6� 6� 6 (63) ke-mesh with the HF exchange considered on a
fully commensurate (63) qe-mesh at each ke-point.When evaluating
material properties like the density of states, heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, or electron-phonon coupling, the resulting mesh of
electron eigenvalues is interpolated onto a 303 ke-mesh. The ground
state lattice constant, a¼ 5.65 Å, is found by comparing the crystal
energy for variations in a, as shown in Fig. 4. We do not include the



Fig. 5. Electron (a) band structure and (b) density of states as predicted within DFT-
HSE. The experimental, f-band density of states is shown for comparison [4]. DFT-
HSE accurately predicts the bandgap of UO2, but over predicts the localization of the
conduction f bands.
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spin-orbit coupling, as it would reduce our ability to simulate
reasonably dense ke and qe-meshes, particularly in our electron-
phonon coupling simulations. Still, the physical and electronic
properties predicted within our simulations match reasonably well
with those recorded in experiments and in other, previously pub-
lished ab initio calculations, as shown in Table 1.

Indeed, while the electronic density of states, De, deviates from
the experimentally resolved density of states [39], it still maintains
some of the crucial features, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In particular, the
bandgap, DEe,g, is well captured. However, the f-bands are more
confined within the DFT-HSE simulations than they are in experi-
ments. Indeed, the low-energy conduction bands are nearly flat, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). These results match reasonably well with pre-
viously published DFT-HSE results [26,27], despite the lack of the
spin-orbit coupling. Thus, we proceed to the investigation of the
metallic transition.

Before continuing, let us discuss the role of the thermal
smearing and electron occupation in determining the electronic
band structure. Within DFT-HSE simulations, the electron occupa-
tion can either be fixed, with the valence (conduction) bands set to
be fully occupied (unoccupied), or it can be calculated using, e.g.,
the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The fixed approximation reproduces
the correct occupations of a 0 K insulator, but it is a poor approxi-
mation in metals or semi-metals, where one would expect the
conduction states below the Fermi level to be occupied and the
valence states above it to be unoccupied, even at 0 K. Still, it can be
used to accurately calculate the ground-state electronic structure of
a semi-conductor or insulator. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the electronic
structure of UO2 for variations in the lattice parameter whenwe use
the fixed approximation.

As shown in these figures, DFT-HSE simulations under the fixed
occupation approximation predicts that UO2 undergoes a smooth
transition from an insulator to a semi-metal as the pressure in-
creases. This transition occurs as the low energy valence and con-
duction states spread out towards the Fermi level, with the valence
bands approaching the Fermi level near the zone-center (G) and the
conduction bands approaching the Fermi level near L. Indeed, a
direct energy gap remains between these bands, even as the band
gap vanishes. This matches the DFT-DMFT results relatively well
[23]. The principal differences are as follows: DFT-HSE predicts that
a 10% reduction in volume is sufficient to induce this transition,
whereas DFT-DMFT predicts that a 15% reduction is necessary; and
the DFT-HSE simulations predict that a smaller direct energy gap
remains between the conduction and valence bands after the
transition occurs. This semi-metallic behavior persists if we
continue to use fixed occupations, with a direct energy gap
remaining between the valence and conduction bands. However, it
becomes inappropriate to use fixed occupations when simulating
pressurized UO2 after it undergoes this transition, as the conduc-
tion states with less energetic than the Fermi level should become
occupied and the valence states more energetic than the Fermi
level should become unoccupied. Thus, we must treat the DFT-HSE
semi-metallic UO2 results with some skepticism after the valence
and conduction states begin to overlap in energy.
Table 1
The lattice constant (a), bulk modulus (B), cohesive energy (DEf), and band gap
(DEe,g) of UO2 as determined in previous computational studies, in experiments, and
in the present work.

Source a (Å) B (GPa) DEf (Ry) DEe,g (eV)

DFT þ U [31] 5.540 191.6 �1.63 2.3
DFT-HSE [32] 5.463 218.0 e 2.4
DFT-DMFT [23] 5.571 183.8 e 2.1
Experiment 5.473 [33] 207.2 [33] �1.64 [34]< 2.1 [35]
Present work 5.645 181.1 �1.71 2.26
If we allow for some thermal smearing using, e.g., the Fermi-
Dirac distribution with some electron temperature, our pre-
dictions are substantially complicated by the appearance of the
metastable metallic state shown in Fig. 6(c). We note that this
metallic state largely resembles that predicted within DFT-GGA or
DFT-LDA, i.e., traditional DFT simulations which do not include the
HF exchange, and that it is insensitive to the degree of thermal
smearing or pressure. Furthermore, we note that DFT-HSE simu-
lations of the insulative, unpressurized UO2 can converge to this
metallic state if a small thermal smearing is used and one is not
sufficiently careful with the simulation procedure. Indeed, our
simulations of insulative UO2 typically converge to this metastable,
metallic state regardless of the convergence criterion, particularly
at higher pressures where the energy difference between the so-
lutions is smaller. Consider, for example, that the semi-metallic,
high pressure solution (a¼ 5.18 Å, fixed occupations) was sepa-
rated from its metallic counterpart (Fermi-Dirac occupations) by a
total energy of only 0.13 eV, substantially less than the 0.92 eV
separating the unpressurized (a¼ 5.65 Å) insulative UO2 solution
(fixed occupations) from its metallic counterpart (Fermi-Dirac
occupations).

We hypothesize that the metastable state arises through the
following mechanism: The thermal excitation of electrons into the
conduction bands drastically changes the exchange energy be-
tween these electrons and those in the partially unoccupied
valence states, such that the conduction band is pulled towards the
valence bands; this leads to further population of the conduction
band and further reduction in the exchange energy cost of the
metallic state; and this eventually induces the transition into a fully
metallic state. As little is known about highly pressurized UO2 and
the resulting metallic or semi-metallic transition, it is difficult to
say whether this metastable state can exist in reality, if it becomes
stable at sufficiently high pressures, or if it is a purely numerical
phenomenon. While the DFT-DMFT simulations suggest that the
semi-metallic state persists after the semi-metallic transition oc-
curs [23], experimental data on the electronic properties of highly
compressed UO2 is required to investigate the potential existence of



Fig. 6. (a) Electron density of states and (b), (c) bandstructure of UO2 for variations in
the lattice constant, where only the first valence and conduction bands are shown for
the semi-conducting and insulating UO2. UO2 becomes semi-metallic for a < 5.25 Å,
with a sizeable direct energy gap between conduction and valence states. Under high
pressures (a¼ 5.18) and with thermal smearing, DFT-HSE predicts a complete collapse
of this Mott-insulator like gap and the transition from semi-metal to metal. Our
simulations suggest that this metallic solution is a metastable state.

Fig. 7. Heat capacity for variations in the electronic temperature and lattice parameter.
Heat capacities used in previous TTM þ MD simulations are also shown [2,10]. The
predicted heat capacities for semi-metallic UO2 are comparable to but smaller to those
used in previous TTM-MD studies of radiation damage in UO2.
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this metallic state following the semi-metallic transition. Thus, we
must treat our metallic results with skepticism. Thus, we will pri-
marily discuss the properties of the semi-metallic, semi-con-
ducting, and insulating UO2 using the fixed occupation approach,
Moreover, we will limit ourselves to 5.65� a � 5.23, i.e., from un-
compressed UO2 to the pressure at which semi-metallic transition
occurs, as we cannot reliably simulate the higher pressure semi-
metallic states. We will also present the properties of the metallic
state (a¼ 5.18), which could represent the limiting behavior of
semi-metallic UO2, even if it may be non-physical. (Unless other-
wise specified, the a¼ 5.18 results presented below are for the
metallic solution.)

Now, let us discuss the electronic heat capacity before moving
onto those parameters which require knowledge of the electron-
phonon coupling. The electronic heat capacity (Ce) is given by the
following sum [39].

Ce ¼
X
ke;i

�
Ee;ke;i � EF

� vf oe
vT

; (1)

where Ee;ke ;i is the energy of an electron in wavevector ke and band
i, fe� is the occupation of an electron with energy Ee;ke;i in an elec-
tron population with temperature T and Fermi energy EF, as given
by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Here we use the code BoltzTrap
[40] to carry out this integral for the set of Ee;ke ;i collected from our
DFT-HSE calculations. The results are fit to the curve

Ce ¼ C0 þ
�
C1Te þ C2T

2
e þ C3T

3
e þ C4T

4
e � C0

�
exp

"
�
�
Te
To

�2
#
:

(2)

As shown in Fig. 7, the heat capacity is relatively insensitive to
the volume once the semi-metallic transition occurs. Before this
transition, the electronic population in UO2 has a negligible heat
capacity until the thermal energy, kBT, approaches the bandgap, at
which point the valence electrons begin to populate the conduction
bands and the heat capacity becomes substantial.

In Fig. 7, we also compare the predicted heat capacity with those
used in previous TTM-MD studies of radiation damage in UO2
[2,10]. As shown, the DFT-HSE heat capacities are comparable to but
smaller than the previously used values. We will show that heat
capacities of this order of magnitude are required to achieve ac-
curate radiation damage predictions using the TTM þMD, and that
variance within this order greatly influences these predictions.
Moreover, the previous TTM þ MD heat capacities were chosen in
order to predict accurate track radii, i.e., they have not been based
on or extracted from experimental results.

Now, let us discuss the electronic thermal conductivity, ke, as
given by the following summation [39].

ke;xy ¼ 2
T

X
ke;i

�
Ee;ke;i � EF

�2uke;i;xuke;i;ytevf
�
e

vE
; (3)

where te and uke;i;x are the lifetime and group velocity along x for an
electron in band i and wavevector ke. Assuming the lifetime is
constant, we can extract it from this integral, and the remaining
terms can be evaluated using theEe;ke ;i calculated within DFT-HSE.
Here, we take this constant-lifetime assumption and evaluate the
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sum using BoltzTrap [40]. However, the evaluation of the lifetime
itself remains. Here we only consider the scattering between
electrons and phonons and neglect, e.g., the scattering between
electrons and defects. Thus, let us discuss the electron-phonon
coupling before presenting the thermal conductivity results.
Fig. 8. (a) Phonon dispersion as compared to experimental data throughout the BZ
[42] and for the Raman/IR modes at G [43]. The highest optical branch is poorly
resolved within DFT simulations, but much of the phonon dispersion is accurately
predicted. (b) Phonon density of states, Dp, for variation in the lattice constant. High
pressure blue-shifts the phonon frequencies, up, notably. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
2.2. Electron-phonon coupling in UO2

The electron-phonon coupling (EPC) is difficult to evaluate in
UO2 due to the failure of traditional GGA or LDA exchange-
correlation functionals. Consider the EPC matrix element
Mij;a

e�pðke; kpÞ which describes the scattering of an electron in an
initial state ji; ke into a final state

��j; ke þ kp by a phonon with mo-
mentum kp and polarization a. Within perturbation theory, this
matrix element is

Mij;a
e�p
�
ke; kp

� ¼
 

Z

2mua;kp

!1=2

ke þ kp; jj vHe

veakp
jke; i; (4)

where He is the electron Hamiltonian (e.g., the Kohn-Sham poten-
tial in DFT [41]), m is the average atomic mass, and ua,k and eakpare
the phonon frequency and eigenvector. To calculate these elements
we need dynamical matrices describing the phonon eigenproblem
and the operator vHe/ve. Both tasks are traditionally done using
density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT). However, DFPT
calculations require enormous computational expense compared to
DFT calculations. This prohibits the inclusion of the HF exchange-
correlation in a DFPT calculation. Here we turn to an alternate
approach which should provide order-of-magnitude estimates of
the EPC.

In this approximation, we limit our evaluation to the EPC be-
tween electrons in the same state with the zone-center, phonons,
i.e., Mij;a

e�pðke; kp ¼ GÞ. Under this restriction, we can rewrite the
approximate EPC as

Mii;a
e�pðke;GÞ ¼

 
Z

2mua;G

!1
2ke; ijdHe

�
DeaG

�� Hejke; i
DeaG

; (5)

where dHe (DeaG) is the electric Hamiltonian when the atoms are
displaced by the phonon eigenvector eaG normalized by a distance of
DeaG. Noting that ke; ijdHeðDeaGÞjke; i ¼ dEe;ke ;i and ke;ijHejke;i ¼ Ee;ke ;i,
the restricted EPC matrix elements can be evaluated through self-
consistent DFT-HSE simulations of perturbed and unperturbed
UO2, respectively. However, we still require the phonon eigenvec-
tors and frequencies in order to perturb the atoms, construct
dHeðDeaGÞ, and then evaluate dEe;ke ;i.

To do this, we generate a 43 kp-mesh of dynamical matrices
using DFT-GGA (PBE) simulations. The electrons are treated on a
243 ke-mesh with a plane wave basis extending up to 150 Ry using
scalar-relativistic, plane-augmented wave (PAW) ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials. We change pseudopotentials here in order to calcu-
late amore accurate phonon dispersion thanwe are able towith the
previous, norm-conserving pseudopotentials. The structure is
relaxed to its ground state at atmospheric pressure, requiring
electronic self-consistency within 10�9 Ry and atomic forces within
10�8 Ry/Bohr. We find a reduced lattice constant of 5.56 Å, pri-
marily due to the underestimation of the electron correlation, as
discussed in the literature [26].

Using this methodology, we calculate the phonon dispersion
using the Fourier interpolation scheme implemented in Quantum
Espresso [37], and the results are shown in Fig. 8. As shown in
Fig. 8(a), our phonon dispersion agrees acceptably with experi-
ment.While the highest optical branch is poorly resolved, as seen in
other DFT studies [23], the other long-wavelength phonon modes
are well resolved, with a slight red-shift. While the acoustic-optical
phonon bandgap grows as the pressure increases, the density of
states, Dp, retains a similar shape as the pressure increases, as show
in Fig. 8(b). Still, there is a notable blue-shift in the phonon fre-
quencies, up, as pressure is applied.

As these are the modes with which wewill estimate the EPC, we
can reasonably proceed with our calculations of the electron-
lifetime.

From the Fermi golden rule, the electron-phonon scattering rate
is

_ge�pðkeÞ ¼
2p
Z

X
kp;a

���Mij;a
e�p
�
ke; kp

����2d�Ee;ke;i � Ee;keþkp;j±Zukp;a

�

�
�
1� f

�
e;keþkp;j

��1
2
H

1
2
þ f

�
p;a;kp

� ;

(6)

where f
�
p;a;kp is the phonon occupancy given by the Bose-Einstein

distribution [2] and the d function conserves energy during
phonon absorption (þ) or emission (�) events. Note that energy
cannot be conserved for scattering between a state and itself, un-
less the phonon frequency vanishes. Moreover, the zone-center
acoustic modes where this is true should not affect the electron
Hamiltonian, as all atoms are displaced by the same vector. Thus,
our EPC coupling calculations are heavily approximated: Not only
are we restricted to the zone-center phononmodes, but we are also
gathering EPC matrix elements that technically cannot contribute
to the electron-phonon scattering events. However, energy can be
conserved when electrons scatter with long-wavelength phonon
modes near the zone-center, and it can be reasonably approxi-
mated that the long-wavelength EPC matrix elements equals their
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infinite-wavelength (G-point) EPC matrix element counterparts.
We extend this approximation and take a deformation potential
approach [44]. That is, we assume that the EPC for a given polari-
zation is approximately independent of the wavevector or band,
writing

_ge�pðEeÞz
X
a;v

Ma
e�p

2De;vðEe±ZuaÞ
h
1� f

�
eðEe±ZuaÞ

i�1
2
H

1
2

þ f
�
p;a

�
; (7)

whereMa
e�p is the average EPC in the actively scattering states. That

is,

Ma
e�p ¼

X
i;ke

Def
�
e

�
1� f

�
e

����Mii; a
e�pðke;GÞ

���
,X

i;ke

Def
�
e

�
1� f

�
e

�
: (8)

We then define the average scattering rate (weighted by the
electron population) as

_ge�p ¼

Z ∞

�∞
f
�
eDe _ge�pðEeÞ dEeZ ∞

�∞
f
�
eDe dEe

: (9)

Finally, we neglect other scattering mechanisms, such that te ¼
1= _ge�p. Fig. 9(a) shows the predicted lifetime for semi-metallic UO2
for various degrees of non-equilibrium between the electron and
phonon temperatures. (Note that fast-ion stoppage creates a state
of substantial non-equilibrium, as discussed in the Section 4.)
Regardless of the non-equilibrium state, the strong EPC lowers the
electron lifetime into the fs range at high temperatures.

Using this lifetime, we can calculate the electron thermal con-
ductivity. The integral given in Eq. (3) is carried out in BoltzTrap
[40] using the electron eigenstates from DFT-HSE and the lifetime
given by the inverse of Eq. (9). The results are presented in Fig. 9(b)
for various non-equilibrium conditions and pressures. As shown
and as expected, the conductivity depends strongly on the degree
Fig. 9. Electron lifetime (a) and thermal conductivity (b) for variations in the electron
temperature and electron-phonon non-equilibrium. Under equilibrium conditions, the
conductivity is suppressed by the short electron lifetime.
of non-equilibrium and the transition of UO2 from an insulator to a
metal. For example, insulative UO2 has a very low conductivity until
the thermal energy approaches the bandgap and the conducting
states are activated. At high temperatures, Te> 10,000 K, insulating
UO2 approaches the thermal conductivity that highly pressurized,
metallic/semi-metallic UO2 has. However, even metallic and semi-
metallic UO2 has a relatively low thermal conductivity under
equilibrium conditions, and substantial non-equilibrium is
required to approach a thermal conductivity above 50 W/m-K
(which, as we will discuss, is required for good agreement between
the experiments and TTM þ MD simulations). As extreme non-
equilibrium is predicted within the TTM þ MD simulations, we
conclude that this order of thermal conductivity is achievable in
pressurized, semi-metallic UO2.

With the electronic contribution to the heat capacity and ther-
mal conductivity evaluated, we require one final parameter for our
TTM þ MD simulations: The electron-phonon energy coupling
parameter, Ge-p. Here we use the Eliashberg spectral function (a2F)
[45e48] to calculate Ge-p. This method is only applicable to the
metallic UO2, as it assumes that coupling is dominated by the
electrons at the Fermi level. This theory and its assumptions were
developed with superconductivity related phenomena in mind.
Thus, it is most accurate at very low temperatures. However, it still
enables a rough estimate of Ge-p. Given the other assumptions built
into our treatment of the EPC, we must limit ourselves to this goal
when evaluating both ke and Ge-p.

In order to calculate Ge-p, we move through the dimensionless
coupling,

la
�
kp
� ¼ 1

ua;kpDeðEFÞ
X
ke;ij

���Mij;a
e�p
�
ke; kp

����2d�Ee;ke;i � EF
�
d
�
Ee;keþkp;i

� EF
�
;

(10)

into the spectral function,

a2FðuÞ ¼ 1
2

X
a;kp

ua;kpla
�
kp
�
d
�
ua;kp � u

�
; (11)

and finally calculate the energy coupling [49],

Ge�p ¼ pZkBDeðEFÞ
Z∞
0

a2FðuÞudu: (12)

Here we evaluate these integrals quantities using Lorentzian, rather
than Dirac, d functions. This greatly aids convergence and is
generally necessary with the rough ke-meshes used in DFT simu-
lations. Finally, we assume that the EPC matrix elements are in-

dependent of the phonon wavevector and that
���Mij;a

e�pðke;
kpÞ j2z

���Mii;a
e�pðke; GÞMjj;a

e�pðke þ kp; GÞ
���. Under this assumption, the

acoustic modes do not contribute to the spectral function or the
energy coupling, Ge-p. While short-wavelength acoustic modes can
contribute substantially to the electron-phonon coupling, the high
frequency optical modes tend to dominate, as the integrand in Eq.
(12) weights the spectral function by the phonon frequency.
(Physically, this is because high frequency phonon modes exchange
more energy with the electron system per interaction than the low-
frequency modes do.) Thus, our assumption should enable an
order-of-magnitude evaluation of Ge-p. As we show in Section 3, this
is sufficient within the TTM þ MD simulations.

The resulting spectral functions are shown in Fig. 10(a) for
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variations in the pressure and smearing. The spectral function
shows an interesting trend: The insulating and semi-conducting
spectral functions have nearly identical shapes, with the three
low-frequency optical phonon branches contributing equally,
whereas the three high-frequency branches dominate the semi-
metallic and metallic UO2 spectral functions. The lower optical
branches involve uraniummotionwhile the upper branches do not.
Thus, we hypothesize that the distance between the uranium atoms
has less effect on the electron properties once the uranium atoms
are sufficiently close, i.e., once UO2 becomes semi-metallic or
metallic. By integrating these spectral functions according to Eq.
(12), we evaluate Ge-p. The results are presented in Fig. 10(b). As
shown, the pressure has a large effect on the EPC. In particular, note
that the d functions in Eq. (11) ensure that the EPC vanishes when
UO2 is an insulator or semiconductor. The smeared, Lorentzian
d functions alleviate this, allowing for a reduced coupling between
electronic states which are not on the Fermi-surface. Thus, the Ge-p

can range between 0 and 1021, depending on the smearing value in
the insulating and semi-conducting UO2. Substantial smearing of
the electron population does occur within our TTM þ MD simula-
tions, with electron temperatures in excess of 20,000 K. Indeed, a
smearing of 0.26 eV (or approximately 3000 K) is not only physical,
but conservative. Conversely, the Eliashberg spectral function
approach is derived with a superconductivity (0 K metals) in mind.
Thus, applying it to a 20,000 K insulator provides only approximate
results, at best. However, we can see that the smearing of the Fermi
surface has negligible effect on the EPC in the semi-metallic and
metallic UO2, as one would hope. Regardless, we see that UO2 can
exhibit a substantial Ge-p: It always does under high pressures, and
should at high temperatures and under low pressures. In the
following section, we describe our TTM þ MD model before
exploring the implications of the ab initio parameterization
described above.
Fig. 10. (a) Phonon spectral function and density of states, F. The spectral functions are
normalized by their total integral, while the phonon density of states is scaled such
that the spectral function curves reside within it. (b) The electron-phonon coupling for
the optical phonon modes in UO2. In the semi-metal and metal regime, the d-function
smearing negligible affects the EPC. In the semi-conducting and insulating regime, it
has a very large effect, with a strictly enforced d function (no smearing) leading to Ge-

p¼ 0.
3. TTM þ MD calculations

The two-temperature model (TTM) was firstly employed by
Kaganov et al. [50], and Anisimov et al. [51] for the simulation of the
hot electron excitation induced by femtosecond laser pulse. The
model successfully explained the subsequent interaction between
the cold lattice (phononic system) and the hot electron population,
i.e., their equilibration and thermalization. Wang et al. [52] and
Toulemonde et al. [53] noted that the electronic excitation induced
by a laser pulse is analogous to that induced by swift heavy ions
penetrating a metal and used the TTM simulate the subsequent
electron-phonon equilibration and cooling processes. However, the
TTM cannot simulate the formation of defects or an ion track for-
mation. A recent approach remedies this shortcoming by
combining TTM with classical MD to get more accurate description
of the atomic dynamics, the production of defects, and the forma-
tion of an amorphized ion track [13].

In the TTM þ MD model, energy exchange between the two
subsystems (electronic, e, and phononic, p) is specified by the
electron heat diffusion equation [22],

CeðTeÞ vTe
vt

¼ VðkeVTeÞ � Ge�p
�
Te � Tp

�þ GeT
0
pÞ; (13)

where Ce, ke and T are the heat capacity, number density, thermal
conductivity and temperature, respectively. Tp�is the local temper-
ature of atoms whose velocity is greater the electronic stopping
critical velocity. Ge-p is the electron-phonon coupling constant, and
Ge is the electron stopping constant. Given an updated distribution
of the phonon temperature (Tp), the spatial and temporal distri-
butions of non-equilibrium electron temperature (Te) are solved
numerically using a finite difference method. Where the typical
TTM model uses a heat diffusion equation for the phonon tem-
perature, the TTM þ MD model replaces this with the Langevin
dynamics, as we discuss next.

Within the Langevin dynamics, the movement of atom i is
governed by Refs. [13,22].

F i ¼ �vU
vri

� gvi þ F
0
langðtÞ; (14)

where Fi is total force acting on atom i, U is the interatomic po-
tential, g is the friction-coefficient, and F'lang is the stochastic Lan-
gevin force term. Within the TTM þ MD model, the friction and
stochastic forces are determined by the electron-phonon coupling.
In particular, the friction-coefficient g considers the friction-like
coupling between the atomic and electronic systems due to elec-
tronic stoppage (ge) or electron-phonon scattering (ge-p). These
coefficients are related to the coupling coefficients Ge-p and Ge

through the following equations

Ge�p ¼ npcp
m

ge�p; (15)

Ge ¼
n

0
pcp
m

ge; (16)

where np is the concentration of ions and n
0
p is the concentration of

ions with a velocity greater than the electronic stopping critical
velocity (vo),m is the average atomic mass, and cp is heat capacity of
the lattice. Through these relationships, atoms moving faster than
v0 are damped by the electronic stopping and electron-phonon
coupling (g¼ ge-p þ ge and G¼Ge þ Ge-p), and atoms moving
slower than vo are damped only by the electron-phonon coupling
(g¼ ge-p and G¼ Ge-p). The Langevin force term (F

0
lang) exerts an
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additional stochastic force on atom i in equilibrium state due to the
electron-phonon coupling [13] via the fluctuation-dissipation the-
orem, as presented in eqs. (17) and (18).

F
0
langðtÞ ¼ 0; (17)

F
0
langðtÞ,F

0
lang

�
t
0� ¼ 2kBTege�pd

�
t
0 � t

�
: (18)

Under this framework, we require the ab initio properties
collected in Section 2 (ke, Ce, and Ge-p) as well as the electronic
stopping friction coefficient (ge). In the following section, we
calculate this term.

3.1. Electronic stoppage

Based on the Lindhard and Scharff model [5,54], the electronic
energy loss (solid line in Fig. 11) in the low-energy regime is pro-
portional to the square root of the kinetic energy of a particle (E)
(Fig. 11).

dE
dx

¼ LE1=2; (19)

where L is the constant of proportionality. Substituting the clas-
sical kinetic energy, we have

m
dv
dt

¼ L
�m
2

�1=2
v; (20)

and with analogy to the friction term in the Langevin equation of
motion in Eq. (14), we have

ge ¼ L
�m
2

�1=2
: (21)

Here, we determine this parameter by fitting the energy loss (dE/
dx) of O16 and U238 to electrons in UO2, as predicted by the SRIM
code. Fig. 11 shows the results of our SRIM simulations, where we
can see the typical, proportionality for the electronic stopping given
in Eq. (20). From these simulations, we calculate a ge of 162 g/mol-
Fig. 11. Energy loss of O16 (red) and U238 (blue) calculated from the SRIM [6]. Both
electronic (solid lines) and nuclear stopping (broken lines) powers are obtained. While
oxygen and uranium contribute substantially to the electronic stoppage, uranium
contributes dominantly to the nuclear stoppage. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
ps for U238 and 89 g/mol-ps for O16, andwe use the average of 114 g/
mol-ps in our TTM þ MD simulations. Additionally, we require the
critical velocity. Herewe use the velocity required to reach a kinetic
energy doubling the cohesive energy per atom in UO2 (13.52 eV),
i.e., vo ¼ 7.62 nm/ps. With these two electronic stopping properties,
we have the necessary parameters for the TTM þ MD simulations.
Now let us describe our simulation methodology.

3.2. System configuration and initial heat spike

We perform the TTM þ MD simulations in a box with di-
mensions of 32.8 � 32.8 � 10.9 nm3, corresponding to a
60� 60� 20 supercell with 864,000 ions, and we discretize this
simulation box into a 31� 31� 7 mesh for the finite difference
integration of the electron energy equation. We use the CRG
interatomic potential [55] based on embedded-atom method
(EAM) [56] for short-range forces with the long-range charge
summation method PPPM for the long-range forces [57]. The CRG
potential has been used to successfully reproduced the solid-state
material properties (lattice parameters, lattice energy, and elastic
constants) [55] and applied to the thermal transport [58e60] and
defect dynamics [61,62]. Moreover, for the thermal spike region,
material properties at extremely high temperatures (up to 5000 K)
have also been successfully predicted using the CRG potential [63].
The LAMMPS simulation package [64] is used to integrate the
Langevin dynamics [64] for TTM and the coupled electron energy
equation [Eq. (13)] [22,65].

To initialize our system, we equilibrate a NPT ensemble of UO2
atoms at 300 K for 1 ns with a 1 fs time step. Next, the initial
electronic temperature is prescribed in order to mimic the elec-
tronic system in thewake of a swift heavy ion. Herewe assume that
initial heat spike morphology is cylindrically symmetric in the z-
direction [39] and is given by a Gaussian distribution. This Gaussian
distribution is determined using a modified form of the analytical
thermal spike model (ATSM) [66e69]. That is,

DTe ¼ Se
rece;opm2e

exp
�
� r2

m2e

�
; (22)

where Se is the initial energy deposited as a heat spike in the
electronic subsystem, re and ce,o are the electronic density and
saturated electronic specific heat, and me is the penetration depth,
which depends on the thermal diffusivity of the ionized electrons.
Here we assume that it is 1.2 nm. Following initialization, the
TTMþMD simulations are carried out in a confined simulation box
for 50 ps with a 0.1 fs time step during the initial, irradiation regime
and 150 ps with a 1 fs timestep for the subsequent recombination
regime. During these (NVE) simulations, we use an outer cylindrical
Langevin thermostat to avoid the asymmetry caused by a rectan-
gular boundary. With our methodology established, let us discuss
the parameterization of UO2 in our TTM þ MD model.

3.3. Parameterization and validation of TTM þ MD

First, we note that our TTM þ MD simulations assume that the
thermal conductivity and electron-phonon coupling are constant
and that the heat capacity depends only on the temperature. In
reality, they depends on the pressure, electron and phonon tem-
peratures, and the atomic and electronic configurations. For
example, thematerial properties will be very different along the ion
track during (i) the initial non-equilibrium period, (ii) the subse-
quent energy dissipation and damage-accumulation phase, (iii) the
damage-recovery and nano-restructuring stage, and (iv) the return
to equilibrium. (These phases will be discussed further in the Sec-
tion 4.) Furthermore, the material properties along the ion track
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differ substantially from those in the surrounding, undamaged UO2
lattice.While our ab initio calculations incorporate the pressure and
temperature dependence of the material properties, we cannot
capture the importance of the atomic or electronic configurations.
Indeed, accurate quantum-mechanical simulation of a melted or
partially-melted, damaged UO2 core surrounded by crystal UO2 is
precluded by the large number of atoms required to define this
system. Still, our pressurized UO2 calculations provide the first ab
initio window into the material properties which determine the
extent of the damage created by a swift heavy ion penetrating UO2.

As the TTM þ MD framework was designed to capture and
evaluate the accumulation of damage along the ion track, we focus
on ab initio simulations of compressed, high-temperature UO2, i.e.,
the material properties of the ion track during phases (i) and (ii).
Our ab initio simulations provide a range of properties for com-
pressed UO2, which we summarize in Table 2. Additionally, this
table shows the properties that have been used in previous
TTM þ MD simulations and the parameter set used here to get
accurate predictions of the radiation damage. Before selecting the
most appropriate parameters to use in our TTM þ MD simulations,
let us first show that the TTM þ MD model can accurately predict
the radiation damage and then discuss how our ab initio parame-
ters affect the degree of damage caused by an energetic ion, as
quantified by the track radius, Rt. Here, Rt is qualitatively deter-
mined by examining the extent of the amorphous state after
equilibrium conditions return. The amorphous state is quantified
by using the common neighbor analysis (CNA) [70] for the uranium
ion sublattice and Wigner-Seitz analysis. In the CNA, the FCC and
disordered regions of uranium ions are separated (after the oxygen
ions are removed) in order to highlight the damaged region of the
simulation box. After removing the pristine FCC sublattice, the Rt of
the disordered region is qualitatively measured by fitting a cylinder
within the track, as shown in Fig. 12(a). The maximal deviations of
the track from this cylinder, dRt, are also quantified. The Wigner-
Seitz analysis provides similar results and validation of the CNA
method by calculating the occupancy of defects within the simu-
lation. While it does indicate a slightly smaller track radius, as
shown in Fig. 12(b), this is expected, as the CNA examines the local
structure environment based on the ionic pairs rather than the
individual ions. In the following discussion, we use the Wigner-
Seitz method to calculate the track radius.

Before proceeding, however, we must note that the TTM þ MD
solution becomes unstable as Ge-p/ke becomes too large. In our
simulations, this condition is approximately Ge-p/ke > 1017m�2,
with a weak dependence on the lattice constant and thus Ce(Te).
Thus, we had to limit the Ge-p to less than 1019 for the non-
equilibrium parameter sets (where the conductivity is high) and
Table 2
Summary of the TTM þ MD parameterization from ab initio simulations. Three rows are
These rows correspond to low-temperature (Te ¼ Tp ¼ 300 K), high temperature (Te ¼ Tp

Parameter C0 (MJ/m3-
K)

C1 (MJ/m3-
K2)

C2 (MJ/m3-
K3)

C3 (MJ/m3-K4) C4 (MJ/m3-K

Literature 1.0 [71] e
2.5 [2]

e e e e

Ground state
(a¼ 5.65 Å)

0.79 2.56� 10�5 �5.49� 10�8 8.42� 10�12 �1.52� 10�

Transition state
(a¼ 5.23 Å)

0.82 1.80� 10�5 �4.35� 10�8 9.22� 10�12 �1.11� 10�

Metal state
(a¼ 5.18 Å)

0.64 7.98� 10�5 1.97� 10�9 �3.11� 10�12 2.26� 10�16
approximately 1017 or less for the equilibrium parameter sets. Thus,
we present results for variations in Ge-p in order to explore the
dependence of Rt on Ge-p and indicate whether our Rt predictions
are an underestimation of the exact ab initio parameterizations
given in Table 2.

As shown in green circles and triangles of Fig. 13(a), the stronger
electron-phonon coupling is, the larger the track radii grows. This is
expected. Consider the case where the electron phonon coupling is
negligible, Ge-p/ke-p / 0m�2. Under this condition, nearly all of the
energy initially deposited in the electron subsystem along the ion
path would spread out before it could substantially heat the fuel
lattice, and no melting would occur. As the electron phonon
coupling grows, however, the non-equilibrium between the elec-
tronic and phononic subsystems vanishes more and more quickly,
less energy is conducted away from the ion track by the electron
subsystem before the subsystems equilibrate, and the lattice thus
reaches increasingly high temperatures. Indeed, as Ge-p / 1018W/
m2, the non-equilibriumvanishes within a few hundred fs, at which
point the quasi-equilibrium system reaches temperatures in excess
of 10,000 K. Because the non-equilibrium vanishes so quickly, even
as Ge-p / 1018, we expect that the strength of the electron-phonon
coupling is most important between 1017 < Ge-p < 1019W/m2. In
particular, we expect that for smaller values of Ge-p, no melting
occurs, and that for larger values of Ge-p, the electron and phonon
subsystems equilibrate so quickly that the lattice reaches similarly
high temperatures. Unfortunately, the instability of our Ge-p > 1019

simulations precludes our testing of this hypothesis.
presented for the ground state, transition state, and Metallic state UO2 simulations.
¼ 10,000 K), and non-equilibrium conditions (Te ¼ 10,000 K) and (Tp ¼ 300 K).

5) To
(K)

Cp (MJ/
m3-K)

M (kg/
kmol)

ke (W/m-K) Ge-p (W/m3-
K)

ge (kg/
kmol-ps)

v0
(nm/
ps)

me
(nm)

e e e 20 [10] e 200
[2,71]

1018- 1019

[2,10,71]
e e e

15 4500 2.58 [72] 90 0.4 1017 114 7.6 1.5
4.1 1019

116 1019
15 4500 2.58 [72] 90 4.8 1018 114 7.6 1.5

6.1 1020

155 1020

4500 2.58 [72] 90 19.7 1021 114 7.6 1.5
4.2 1021

103 1021

The track radius is qualitatively determined by placing a cylinder within the track.



Fig. 13. (a) Track radius for an electronic stopping power of 29 keV/nm for variations in the electronic properties (as given in Table 2) and as compared to the experimentally
determined track radii. Error bars represent the uncertainty of the track radius within a single simulation, DRt. The thermal conductivity and electron-phonon coupling have a large
effect on the agreement of TTM þ MD with experiment. The electron-phonon coupling parametrization given on Table 2 causes instability in the TTM þ MD solution, so variations
are presented in order to establish the trends. (b) Square of the track radius as a function of stopping loss (Se) in irradiated UO2 for the most accurate paramterization set. (The inset
TEM image is from Ishkawa et al. [75]).
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Our results also show that the temperature dependence of the
electronic heat capacity has a small but notable influence on the
results. Note, for example, the discrepancy in the track radius for
constant and Te-dependent shown in Fig. 13(a) for the metallic,
non-equilibrium parameter set. Thus, while using a constant or
adjusted heat capacity relationships allows for stable TTM þ MD
solutions as Ge-p/ke grows larger than 1017m�2, some notable error
will results from such an approximation. With these trends estab-
lished, let us move on to discuss the successes and failures of our ab
initio parameter sets.

Our results tend to bracket the experimental track radii. In
general, the equilibrium parameter sets overestimate the track
radius while the non-equilibrium parameter sets underestimate
the track radius. In these simulations, the non-equilibrium
parameter sets underestimate the track radius because the elec-
tronic thermal transport is very fast. Indeed, the large electron
thermal conductivity allows for a substantial proportion of the
stopping energy to dissipate without causing damage. That is, the
lattice at 10,000 K dissipates the stopping energy not through the
propagation of phonons but by the ejection of ions from the lattice.
Therefore, the more energy which is dissipated by the electron
system, the less damage there is that accrues along the path of the
ion and the smaller the track radius grows. In contrast, the equi-
librium parameter sets overestimate the track radius because the
electronic thermal transport is sluggish.

Of all of our parameterization sets, the metallic, non-
equilibrium parameter set is the only one which leads to an accu-
rate prediction of the track radii, as shown in Fig. 13(b) for varia-
tions in the electronic stopping power. Note that this result uses a
reduced electron-phonon coupling in order to stabilize the
TTM þ MD simulation. Moreover, the non-equilibrium transport is
not, in reality, so substantial or constant throughout the simula-
tions. Thus, while the ab initio parameter set provides accurate
predictions of the track radii and threshold stopping power, as
shown in Fig. 13, the results should not be taken as proof that this
ab initio parametrization accurately represents the conditions
present during the dissipation of the electronic stopping power.
Still, we can glean important information from this first effort to-
wards an ab initio parametrized TTM þ MD simulation. Moreover,
we can suggest in which directions the TTM þ MD and ab initio
study of electronic stopping in UO2 should progress.
First, consider the TTM þ MD simulations. A more realistic

description of the electronic thermal transport would include the
effects of the phonon occupation and electronic temperature,
ke(Tp,Te). Within a TTM þ MD simulations using such a description,
the track radius would lie somewhere between the non-
equilibrium lower bound and equilibrium upper bound which
bracket the experimental track radius. That is, it should lie closer to
the experimental result. Therefore, we suggest that modeling
ke(Tp,Te) within TTM þ MD is a worthwhile direction in which to
advance the TTM methodology. Note that while the full, ab initio
description of the electronic transport, ke(Tp,Te,U), remains well
out-of-reach of ab initio simulation, accurate ab initio descriptions
of ke(Tp,Te) are not as far removed from current computational ca-
pabilities. (Here U describes the configuration and state of the UO2
fuel.) Furthermore, rough calculations are currently possible, as in
this study. Moreover, the TTM method presumes that the electron
and phonon temperatures determine the electronic transport.
Therefore, modeling ke(Tp,Te) fits within the methodology, while
modeling ke(Tp,Te,U) does not. Another worthwhile advance would
be to include temperature dependence in the electron-phonon
energy exchange, Ge-p(Te), as the electron temperature can lead to
massive variations in this term.

Within the ab initio simulations, the most important direction is
to increase the accuracy of the electron-phonon coupling calcula-
tions, as this greatly impacts both the transport and energy ex-
change parameters. At the moment, however, the accurate, ab initio
calculation of the electron-phonon coupling in strongly correlated
materials remains out of reach. This important topic is remains an
active, but numerically and computationally challenging one. In
combination, however, we hypothesize that improved ab initio and
TTM þ MD simulations should enable a much more satisfying and
accurate simulation of swift heavy ion damage in UO2.

4. Damage processes, characteristics, and assessments

Here we consider simulations where the ion deposits 29 keV/
nm in the electronic subsystem. This creates a large temperature
spike in the electronic system which quickly and sharply increases
the temperature in the phononic (atomic) subsystem through the
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electron-phonon coupling. Indeed, Fig. 14(a and b) shows that the
lattice reaches temperatures on the order of 10,000 K, well above its
melting temperature (3183 K), within 100 fs. This high temperature
induces a correspondingly large spike in pressure, with the central
region experiencing pressures above 40 GPa, as shown in Fig. 14(c
and d). The electron and phonon systems relax quickly as heat is
conducted away from the ion track. Indeed, the thermal energy
dissipates within 10 ps

While the pressure largely dissipates as well, a high pressure
ring with a radius approximately equal to the track radius persists.
This pressurized ring around the ion track arises due to the inter-
action between the melted ion track core (where a large number of
Fig. 14. Spatial and temporal variation of temperature, pressure and defects following a 29 k
few selected times for variations in the distance from the ion track and (b) evolution of th
Pressure at a few selected times for variations in the distance from the ion track (averaged
distribution of the mean defect occupancy of ion sites at elapsed times of 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 15 p
less than (greater than) 1 represents the net presence of vacancy (interstitial) defects. (f) E
vacancies reduce the pressure), the interstitial defects clustered
around this (which increase the pressure), and the relatively un-
damaged UO2 lattice surrounding it (where the lattice mismatch
induces some strain). These regions are shown in Fig. 14(e), where
an occupancy of unity denotes the occupancy in undamaged UO2,
such that an occupancy less (greater) than unity indicates the
presence of vacancy (interstitial) defects. While some recombina-
tion of interstitial defects and vacancies occurs, as shown in
Fig. 14(e and f), the diffusion of interstitial defects from outside to
inside Rt (the core) is stopped the pressurized ring.

Indeed, the pair distribution function analysis for uranium
shows that the electronic stopping creates an amorphous core, and
eV/nm energy deposition (a) Temperatures of the electron and phonon subsystems at
e temperature at the center of the track for the electron and phonon subsystems. (c)
) and (d) the evolution of the pressure at the center of the track over time. (e) Radial
s for U and O ions. An occupancy of 1 represents undamaged UO2, while an occupancy
volution of Frenkel pair formation for O and U ion.
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it shows that the average U-U bond length decreases within the ion
track, as shown in Fig. 15. While this decrease is negligible, the
analysis does show that a substantial portion of the uranium atoms
are separated by less space. We visualize the amorphous ion track
using a Wigner-Seitz defect analysis [6], and it remains distinct,
even as t/ 200 ps, as shown in Fig.16. This analysis determines the
defective points while removing the non-defect atoms in the cell. In
Winger e Seitz defect analysis, the defective points are determined
by comparing the atomic positions within a pristine crystal to the
current positions. Fig. 16, rendered by OVITO [77], shows the re-
sults. Within the first few ps, a large number of oxygen vacancies
(blue) are created near the center of the ion track (now a molten,
uranium-heavy core), while interstitial oxygen atoms (green e red)
accumulate around this core. Following the pressure recovery and
during the thermal recovery, many of these defects recombine.
However, a distinct, amorphous core remains, as shown in
Fig. 16(b), and as seen in experiments [73e76]. Next, let us char-
acterize the total number of defects created during electronic
stopping, as predicted within TTM þ MD.

To do so, we first compare the vacancy production per distance
within the SRIM and TTM þ MD frameworks including the
recombination regime (200 ps). Here the same incident ions and
stopping loss values used in experiments [76] are usedwithin SRIM,
i.e., Xe129 with an initial kinetic energy of 150MeV and U238 with
initial kinetic energy of 550MeV. We simulate 5000 of them in
order to calculate the average number of vacancies produced dur-
ing electron stoppage. As shown in Table 3, the SRIM model un-
derestimates the number of defects produces by these ions by two
to three orders of magnitude when compared to our TTM þ MD
simulations. Note, however, that SRIM predicts many more defects
by nuclear stopping than MD collision cascade simulation.

Let us expand our defect characterization and quantify the
penetration depth of an incident ion using TTM þ MD. To do this,
we discretize the stopping energy loss relation calculated within
SRIM [Fig. 17(a)] for a typical fission fragment produced by the
fission of U235 following its capture of a thermal neutron. That is, we
simulate the stoppage of fission fragment Xe133 with 76MeV of
initial kinetic energy [78], rather than simulate the ions used in
previous experiments (Xe129 or U238 ion). Then, we use TTM þ MD
to calculate the number of defects by electronic stopping produced
along the particle track. Next, we convert from the energy loss
Fig. 15. Uranium distribution function in pristine UO2 at 300 K and within the ion track
after the simulation is complete. The disorder in the ion track leads to an increased
smearing in the distribution function, while the oxygen vacancies allow for smaller
interatomic (UeU) distances. However, the mode of the first nearest-neighbor U-U
remains essentially the same.
domain to a physical, penetration depth domain. Finally, we
compare the SRIM and TTM þ MD predictions of defect production
by electronic stopping per distance. Again, and as shown in
Fig. 17(b), the TTM þ MD model predicts that many more defects
are created by electronic stopping than the SRIM simulations pre-
dict. Note that nuclear stopping is not considered in this work. Near
the threshold stopping power, however, both models predict a
similar number of defects are created along the ion track. Note that
the defect creation from selected TTM parameters results in small
variations in the log scale graph. Thus, we hypothesize that the
SRIM model underestimates the number of defects created during
the electronic stoppage, while overestimating the number of de-
fects created during nuclear stoppage (due to non-existence of
molecular dynamics in SRIM). Indeed, while the TTM þ MD
framework is explicitly built to capture the electron-phonon
coupling, the large flow of energy from the electronic to pho-
nonic subsystems thereby, the massive pressure and temperature
induced in the lattice, and the defects which result from these
phenomena; SRIM is not.

From the defect estimation along the particle path, the spatial
distribution of the atomic damage-per-atom (dpa) along the path of
the incident particle is derived as an important description of the
effective radiation damage at the engineering scale [19].

dpaðzÞ ¼ FðzÞ
np

dnvðzÞ
dz

; (23)

where F, np, dnv/dz are the predetermined ion fluence distribution,
atom number density and defect formation per distance, respec-
tively. As we hypothesize that SRIM substantially underestimates
the latter quantity, and that TTM þ MD represents a substantial
improvement over the SRIM model, we suggest that nuclear engi-
neers adopt of TTM þMD as the standard when evaluating the dpa
of nuclear-related materials.

5. Conclusions

We investigate the cascade of energy from the electron to
atomic subsystems in UO2, following the electronic stoppage of a
swift heavy ion. In particular, we use a multiscale analysis to
investigate the radiation damage which results from this energy
cascade. We use ab initio (DFT-HSE) simulations to calculate the
pressure and temperature dependent material properties of UO2 in
order to explore its transition from a dielectric to metal and the
effects this has on nonequilibrium energy transport. Then, we use a
combined macroscale-atomistic model (TTM þ MD) with a
parameterization informed by the aforementioned ab initio simu-
lations in order to explore themechanisms of radiation damage and
validate our ab initio approximations.

In our ab initio simulations using the DFT-HSE framework, we
support the previous calculations showing that UO2 becomes
metallic under high pressures. Furthermore, we calculate the
electronic heat capacity and thermal conductivity, and the
electron-phonon energy coupling of UO2 for variations in the
pressure and electron and phonon temperatures. We predict that
pressurized, semi-metallic UO2 is a relatively sluggish conductor
due to its strong electron-phonon coupling. However, the large
non-equilibrium between the electronic and phononic subsystems
induced in UO2 by the electronic stopping of a swift heavy ion
enables fast thermal transport. Under such conditions, our ab initio
simulations give us a range of parameterizations for our subsequent
TTM þ MD runs which enables their successful prediction of the
track radius and threshold stopping power. Indeed, the metallic
state UO2 under strong non-equilibrium and with Ge-p¼ 1019W/
m3-K provides a parametrization that enables the TTMþMDmodel



Fig. 16. Defect distribution within the simulation box after elapsed times of (a) 0.1 ps [phase (i)], (b) 1 ps [phase (ii)] (c) 30 ps [phase (iii)] and (d) 200 ps [phase (iv)] following a
29 keV/nm energy deposition.
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to simulate damage and predict track radii in good agreement with
the experimental results.

These TTMþMD runs, in addition to accurately reproducing the
aforementioned experimental observations, provide a wealth of
information on the damage processes which follow electronic
stopping. In particular, we report the fs-scale evolution of the
pressure, the subsystem temperatures, and the production and
recombination of defects in the wake of a swift heavy ion pene-
trating UO2. These analyses support the potential formation of a
metallic UO2 phase with good thermal transport. However, the
track is amorphous and U-heavy, rather than crystalline, com-
pressed UO2. Additionally, the TTM þ MD simulations use a set of
constant-value, rather than pressure and temperature dependent,
material properties (aside from the heat capacity, which does
depend on the electron temperature). Thus, the multiscale analysis
only gives a plausible explanation of the apparent, metallic
behavior, and it only provides a rough outline of the energy cascade
and damage which follows swift heavy ion penetration. With these
Table 3
Comparison of defect formation per angstrom between TTMþMD simulation and SRI
and 56 keV/nm (U238 ion) of electronic energy loss.

Method dnv/d

29 ke

SRIM-2008, KinchinePease quick calculation [18] 0.10
SRIM-2008, Full Cascade calculation [18] 0.15
TTM þ MD 33
caveats, our analysis still provides useful results and suggestions for
improvement of both the ab initio and TTM þ MD investigations.

In particular, we suggest that a TTM þ MD solver which suc-
cessfully incorporates the effects on non-equilibrium on the elec-
tronic thermal transport, ke(Te,Tp), should lead to more successful
and meaningful ab initio parameterization. Furthermore, the ab
initio paramterization itself should advance through the relaxation
of a number of approximations. Crucial among these is the devel-
opment of accurate electron-phonon coupling codes for strongly
correlated systems implemented within the DFT or DFT þ DMFT
methodologies.

Furthermore, we evaluate the defect creation from electronic
stoppage along the particle path by transforming the TTM þ MD
simulations from the damage-per-energy to a damage-per-length
scale and show its applicability to the dpa evaluation over the
mm-scale of the ion track using our nm-scale TTM þ MD simula-
tions. This analysis shows that much more damage occurs within
the radiation track during electronic stopping than is predicted
M codes with Kinchin-Pease quick and full cascade calculations for 29 (Xe129 ion)

z (1/Å-Ion)

V/nm (Xe129) 56 keV/nm (U238)

(150MeV, Initial step) 0.16 (550MeV, Initial step)
(150MeV, Initial step) 0.16 (550MeV, Initial step)

135



Fig. 17. (a) Electronic stopping loss of Xe133 ion having 76MeV of initial energy along
the penetration path in UO2 (Black line) calculated by SRIM codes and the dis-
cretization of the stopping power for input of TTM þ MD simulations (Blue bars). (b)
Comparison of resultant defect formation per depth of penetration by SRIM (Black line)
and TTM þ MD (Blue line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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within the more common SRIM model. We show that this increase
in damage is due to the electron-phonon coupling, which is not
captured within the SRIM model. Indeed, if combined with the
existing collision cascade MD simulation for nuclear stoppage, we
propose that the TTM þ MD framework can be used for a more
accurate approach to evaluating the overall dpa of the irradiated
material by both the electronic and nuclear stoppage. This frame-
work, based on multiscale approach, is applicable to other metallic
alloys under fission, fusion or irradiation by incident ions.
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